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The Library at Soho Square : Matthew Flinders, Sir Joseph 
Banks and the Publication of A Voyage to Terra Australis (1814)

Gillian Dooley

Matthew Flinders’s major work, A Voyage to Terra Australis: Undertaken for the 
Purpose of Completing the Discovery of that Vast Country, and Prosecuted in the 
Years 1801, 1802, and 1803, in His Majesty’s Ship the Investigator, appeared in 
1814, eleven years after the voyage it describes finished, and just days before he 
died. Although it has now become a canonical work in Australian history and 
a copy of the first edition is a highly-prized and expensive investment, at the 
time it was published it did not sell well.  1 The moment had passed—during 
the intervening decade Napoleon had crowned himself Emperor and made a 
battleground of the whole of Europe, and the distant activities of a surveying 
expedition must have seemed irrelevant to many who had been confronted with 
these more urgent and proximate events. As Ingleton points out, in respect of 
Flinders’s prospects of promotion or financial support while writing the Voyage, 
“the war had been long and relentless, and promotion came when vacancies 
occurred.… Possibly the lords commissioners of the Admiralty were beginning 
to consider that Flinders had been rewarded sufficiently for the explorations 
and surveys he had made so long ago.”  2

It was usual for an official account of a major government-funded voyage 
(like the outcomes of present-day scientific research) to be made available to the 
public, but the path to publication was rarely smooth for voyage narratives at this 
time. The publication process was often beset by difficulties and disagreements: 
none of the accounts of Captain James Cook’s voyages proceeded smoothly to 
publication, for example, and in the case of the contemporary French voyages, 
as Danielle Clode and Carol E. Harrison have shown, “the concept of a national 
venture in knowledge generation broke down completely over publication, 
which was a bone of contention for all of France’s Old Regime and revolutionary 
expeditions to the Pacific.”  3

1 Geoffrey Ingleton gives a full financial account of the publication of Flinders’s Voyage in Matthew 
Flinders: Navigator and Chartmaker (Guildford: Genesis, 1986), 421–23. A search of Abebooks.
com in January 2018 shows two sets of all three volumes, including the large format atlas, are on 
the market for $135,000 & $87,500. The higher price is explained by an inscription in Flinders’s 
handwriting in Volume 1 reading “From the author,” making it extremely rare if not unique. Sets of 
the two text volumes without the atlas sell for between $5,000 and $10,000. (Values in Australian 
dollars.)
2 Ingleton, Matthew Flinders, 384.
3 Danielle Clode and Carol E. Harrison, “Precedence and Posterity: Patterns of Publishing from 
French Scientific Expeditions to the Pacific (1785-1840),” Australian Journal of French Studies 50.3 
(2013): 364.
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However, the problem was somewhat different in Flinders’s case: the delay was 
caused mainly by his detention on Mauritius by the French from December 1803 
to June 1810. He had done much work towards the preparation of his publication 
while detained by the French: he wrote to his patron Sir Joseph Banks in July 
1804 that “General De Caën still keeps me closely confined, but he has lately 
given me the greater part of my books and papers, and therefore I shall again 
be able to proceed in preparing the accounts of our discoveries.”  4 In his Private 
Journal entries for the years on Mauritius, he regularly mentions working on 
these accounts, and he sent charts and written accounts back to Banks and to the 
Admiralty whenever he had the chance to circumvent the French authorities or 
the British blockade. Nevertheless, there were several factors preventing him from 
completing the work before he returned to England.

One reason was that Flinders was not expecting to write up the voyage himself. 
In 1801, on the voyage out, he had even written to his step-cousin Willingham 
Franklin (Sir John’s brother), an Oxford scholar, to ask if he would write the 
account for him when the time came, as “authorship sits awkward upon me.”  5 
Back in London in November 1810, he wrote to his friend James Wiles,

The original plan was, that all my charts and accounts, and those of the men of 
science, should be put into the hands of some literary man, to be employed by the 
admiralty to write the account from our documents; and this plan I should suppose 
Sir J[oseph Banks] would still wish to be pursued; but I find an opinion prevailing 
at the admiralty that it would be better done by me, so that I know not yet what 
plan will be adopted.  6

Unknown to Flinders, however, Banks had already been recommending him 
to William Marsden, the first secretary of the Admiralty, as the person most 
“Capable of Stating the Particulars of his discoveries in a manner Creditable to his 
Employers & honourable to his Country.”  7 This recommendation carried weight: 
as Joppien and Chambers write,

Banks was one of the most influential private citizens of late-eighteenth-century 
European learning and empire. He had at his disposal leisure, wealth, social 
prestige and unfailing enthusiasm. It was these things that enabled him to act as a 
patron of science par excellence before that role was increasingly assumed by state-
run institutions in the course of the nineteenth century.  8

4 Matthew Flinders, Letter to Joseph Banks, 12 July 1804, Matthew Flinders: Personal Letters from 
an Extraordinary Life (Sydney: Hordern House in association with the State Library of New South 
Wales, 2002), 115.
5 Matthew Flinders, Letter to Willingham Franklin, 27 November 1801, Letters, 79.
6 Flinders, Letter to James Wiles, 7 November 1810, Letters, 205.
7 Sir Joseph Banks, Letter to William Marsden 28 October 1810, quoted in Kenneth Morgan, 
Matthew Flinders, Maritime Explorer of Australia (London: Bloomsbury, 2016), 184.
8 Rüdiger Joppien and Neil Chambers, “The Scholarly Library and Collections of Knowledge of Sir 
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Flinders would have found Banks’s recommendation very gratifying, but he was 
not so impressed with the practicalities. He found out the news on 12 January 
1811, when the Admiralty appointed him to a committee along with Banks and 
John Barrow, the second secretary of the Admiralty, to undertake the preparation 
of the Voyage and the Atlas.  9 Because he was not on active service, Flinders was to 
be on half pay while doing this work. He asked

if, during the time I was employed writing the voyage, I could not be put on full 
pay, which would make up the difference of expense I should be at betwixt living 
in the town and privately in the country, but Mr B[arrow] thought the Admiralty 
would object from want of a precedent. Thus, in all appearance, my time and labour 
must be given in, —it will cost me £500 or 600, and I cannot be employed during 
the time in any way that might be advantageous to my fortune. 10

His dismay at this development is implicit in the irritable last sentence of this 
journal entry: “We dined today, stupidly, with Mrs Major and a small party of 
Goths.”  11

Another reason for the delay in publishing the voyage related to revisions that 
had to be made because “while the Investigator expedition was in progress, the 
Royal Observatory had undertaken astronomical observations showing that some 
of the predicted figures in the Nautical Almanac, which Flinders was using, were 
in error to a significant degree.”  12 This work took those undertaking it two years, 
delaying the reconstruction of Flinders’s Australian maps: he was not willing to 
base them on incorrect data.

Constant meetings and discussions with Banks and others relating to this 
work, to the artwork and to other aspects of the publication partly explained the 
necessity for Flinders staying in London. However, another significant reason 
why he could not retire to the country to write the Voyage—and why he had not 
been able to finish it while he was on Mauritius—was that he needed access to the 
accounts of previous voyages. In his introduction, he methodically documented 
all the “Prior discoveries in Terra Australis,” dividing his chronological account 
into four parts of the coastline, proceeding anticlockwise around the continent.  13 
Despite his disappointment over being underpaid and kept from promotion, he 
was clearly determined to do a thorough job.

Joseph Banks,” Libraries Within the Library: The Origins of the British Library’s Printed Collections, 
edited by Giles Mandelbrote and Barry Taylor (London: British Library, 2009), 222–43; 243.
9 Matthew Flinders, Private Journal, 1803–1814, edited by Anthony J. Brown and Gillian Dooley 
(Adelaide: Friends of the State Library of SA, 2005), 340.
10 Flinders, Private Journal, 341.
11 Ibid.
12 Morgan, Matthew Flinders, 185.
13 A list of the books Flinders consulted when writing his Voyage is given in an appendix to this 
article. Where possible, information about his source for each book is also provided.
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For the first few months of 1811 Flinders worked on his charts, but on 1 May 
1811 he “determined to wait awhile” before continuing that work, “and begin 
writing the introduction to my voyage. Went out after dinner and bought paper 
and quills.”  14

Flinders was engaged in as serious a literature review as any present-day 
scholar. It was obviously important to him to understand, and to convey, his own 
place in the history of exploration; duly acknowledging his predecessors and 
basing his own claims on firm ground. He commented on the accounts of his 
predecessors at the beginning of the Introduction to the Voyage:

The various discoveries which had been made upon the coasts of Terra Australis, 
antecedently to the present voyage, are of dates as widely distant, as are the degrees 
of confidence to which they are respectively entitled; the accounts, also, lie scattered 
through various books in different languages; and many are still in manuscript. It 
has, therefore, been judged, that a succinct history of these discoveries would be 
acceptable to the public; and would form an appropriate introduction to a voyage, 
whose principal object was to complete what they had left unfinished.  15

This “succinct history” is more than 200 pages long, and the first draft took him 
more than six months to write.

There were several comprehensive reference works available at this time 
summarising the history of exploration of various parts of the world, including 
works by James Burney and John Harris that Flinders consulted. However, 
the introductions to previous voyage publications tended to be quite brief. The 
introduction to Hawkesworth’s account of Cook’s first voyage (1773) is 21 pages 
long; Thomas Forrest’s Voyage to New Guinea, and the Moluccas, from Balambangan 
(1780) has a 12-page introduction. Cook’s introduction to his second voyage is about 
3000 words—about 10 pages. However, James King, who edited Cook’s journals 
and completed the account of his fatal third voyage for publication, wrote an intro-
duction that extends to 86 pages and gives a detailed account of previous voyages.

King began by celebrating the revived “spirit of discovery”  16 in the middle 
of the eighteenth century, and explained his intention in writing “a short, 
though comprehensive, abstract of the principal objects that had been previously 
accomplished, arranged in such a manner, as may serve to unite, into one point of 
view, the various articles which lie scattered” in previous accounts.  17 As Cook did 
not visit Australia on the third voyage, Flinders did not mention King’s publication 
in his introduction, or in his private journal, but he would certainly have been 

14 Flinders, Private Journal, 358.
15 Flinders, Voyage to Terra Australis, 2 vols. (London: Nicol, 1814), Introduction, Vol. 1. iv. Cited 
hereafter as VTA.
16 James Cook and James King, A Voyage to the Pacific Ocean … for Making Discoveries in the Northern 
Hemisphere … 2nd ed. (London: Nicol, 1785), Vol. 1. i.
17 Cook and King, Voyage, iv.
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familiar with all the accounts of Cook’s voyages. He may well have found a model 
for his “succinct history” in King’s “short, though comprehensive, abstract.” King 
describes the “imperfection” of earlier accounts, leading to “an endless variety of 
plausible conjectures, suggested by ingenious speculation; of idle tales, handed 
down by obscure tradition; or of bold fictions, invented by deliberate falsehood.”  18 
Flinders remarks likewise on the inaccuracies of several earlier publications, and 
promises to stick with the evidence and not waste his readers’ time with “such as 
depend upon conjecture and probability”:

Conformably to this plan, no attempt will be made to investigate the claims of the 
Chinese to the earliest knowledge of Terra Australis; which some, from the chart of 
Marco Polo, have thought they possessed. Nor yet will much be said upon the plea 
advanced by the Abbé PRÉVOST and after him by the President DEBROSSES, 
in favour of Paulmier de Gonneville, a French captain; for whom they claim the 
honour of having discovered Terra Australis, in 1504. It is evident from the proofs 
they adduce, that it was not to any part of this country, but to Madagascar, that 
Gonneville was driven.  19

Flinders explains that he will summarise accounts that are already published, 
“abridged to their leading heads,” providing references to the original works,

but in such articles as have either not appeared before, or but very imperfectly, 
in an English dress, as also in those extracted from unpublished manuscripts, a 
wider range will be taken: in these, so far as the documents go, on the one hand, 
and the limits of an introduction can allow, on the other, no interesting fact will 
be omitted.  20

It is not absolutely clear what Flinders regarded as “the limits of an introduction,” 
given that no previous voyage seems to have contained such a long one, or whether 
any such limits were discussed with Banks and Barrow. In November 1811 he was 
negotiating as diplomatically as he could with William Bligh over the account of 
his second passage through Torres Strait in 1792 on the Providence. Flinders had 
served on this voyage as a midshipman, and he wrote in the Voyage:

No account of this voyage having yet been published; it is conceived, that the 
following brief relation of the passage through the strait, will be acceptable to the 
nautical reader; and, having had the honour to serve in the expedition, I am enabled 
to give it from my own journal, with the sanction of captain Bligh.  21

His letter to Bligh in November 1811 reveals something of the efforts he put into 
obtaining Bligh’s “sanction”:

18 Ibid., v.
19 VTA, introduction, 1. v.
20 VTA, introduction, 1. v.
21 VTA, introduction, 1. xix.
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Such corrections and omissions as you may wish to be made, shall be adopted; 
and I would add such additions also, did not the limits of an introduction, and the 
number of articles it will contain, necessarily restrain the extent of each article to 
narrow bounds.… My … desire is in this, is [sic] to do what is agreeable to your 
wishes, as fully as the limits of my plan will allow.  22

From this it is tempting to infer that Bligh believed his account deserved more 
space than the eleven pages Flinders eventually devoted to it.

Flinders did realise from the start that writing the Voyage was going to take a 
long time. In February 1811 he wrote to his friend Charles Desbassayns on the 
island of Bourbon that “I shall probably so remain employed for two years.”  23 
The deadline was moveable: in September of the same year, he wrote to another 
friend, “as is usually the case in such like undertakings, my work grows upon me; 
and I do not think it can be ready for the press before two years from this time.”  24 
By November 1812, he was still postponing the completion of the work, but this 
time he predicted correctly “that it will be the middle of 1814 before my labour 
will terminate.”  25 (Tragically, the middle of 1814 would see the termination of his 
life as well as his labour. )

Flinders sought out and read all the previous accounts of voyages to the coasts 
of Australia. In all he referenced more than 20 books, and he needed access 
to good libraries such as were only to be found in London. The best of these 
libraries was at Banks’s town house at 32 Soho Square, where he obtained at least 
half of the books he consulted. During the six months while he was writing the 
introduction, Flinders records in his journal all the visits he had to make (on foot) 
to borrow or consult the previous publications and accounts on which he was 
basing his summary.

He is likely to have had the first five of the publications on the list in his 
possession already, as he cites them in the introduction but does not mention 
them in his private journal. Some or all of them were probably books he took 
with him on the Investigator and which had been with him on his travels and 
sojourns since then. They included Bligh’s ill-fated Bounty voyage; William 
Dampier’s influential 1699 voyage to the west coast of “Terra Australis”; George 
Vancouver’s voyage around the world in the 1790s, during which he had explored 
further eastwards along the south coast of Australia than any European had been 
previously; La Billardière’s account of D’Entrecasteaux’s voyage in search of La 
Pérouse; and Hawkesworth’s controversial 1773 account of Cook’s Endeavour 
voyage. So although Flinders had been able to do significant work on the charts 
and the narrative of his own expedition from his own journals, logbooks, and other

22 Flinders, Letter to William Bligh, 13 November 1811, Letters 215.
23 Flinders, Letter to Charles Desbassayns, 2 February 1811, Letters 207.
24 Flinders, Letter to Hugh Hope, 17 September 1811, Letters 212.
25 Flinders, Letter to Louise D’Arifat, 25 November 1812, Letters 228.
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Matthew and Ann Flinders’s residences, 1810–1814:
1. 16 King Street, Soho (November 1810–January 1811)
2. 7 Nassau Street, Soho (January 1811–September 1811)
3. 7 Mary Street, New Road (now Euston Road) (October 1811–March 1813)
4. 45 Upper John Street (March 1813–May 1813)
5. 7 Upper Fitzroy Street (May 1813–February 1814)
6. 14 London Street, Fitzroy Square (from February 1814)

7. Sir Joseph Banks’s residence, Soho Square
8. Admiralty

Plan of London from Actual Survey 1832: Presented Gratis to the Readers of the 
United Kingdom Newspapers by their Obliged and Humble Servants the Proprietors. 

(Greater London Council Publication 103; Flinders University Geography Resource Centre.)

material that he had with him on Mauritius, including the books just mentioned, 
many of the major works of his predecessors were not available there. He became 
a regular visitor at Banks’s Library, where Robert Brown, who had been the 
naturalist on Flinders’s Investigator expedition, was now Banks’s librarian.

According to Rüdiger Joppien and Neil Chambers, “while he lived, Banks’s 
collections were made freely available to the many scholars who visited London. 
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Indeed, his main base at Soho Square became a social and scientific hub in the 
London scene for over four decades.”  26 Banks’s library, when transferred to the 
British Museum in 1827, contained about 14,000 titles.  27

In Harold B. Carter’s bibliography of Banks, published in 1987, he says “The 
Banks Library has remained more or less intact as a collection as far as can be 
judged without a detailed check of the surviving items against the inventory … of 
1823.”  28 However, I understand that when the British Library moved to its new 
location in 1997 (or perhaps earlier, when the new British Museum building was 
built in the middle of the nineteenth century) the Banks library was split up and 
interfiled with the rest of the collection, and although provenance information is 
probably to be found on the individual physical items, it is unfortunately impos-
sible to search by provenance. Edwin Rose, a doctoral student at Cambridge who 
is working on the Banks Library, has told me that the only way of locating books 
from Banks’s collection in the current British Library is to order up every copy of 
the edition and to check it for Banks’s very distinctive ownership marks.  29

Banks’s Library, according to Carter, was unique:

As a library system it was developed jointly, by Banks and Dryander [Banks’s first 
librarian], apparently from the first occupation of 32 Soho Square in 1777, a part-
nership of some 33 years, during which the library’s benefits were freely open and 
during which, it is said, no book was lost. This is a tribute not only to the careful 
surveillance of Dryander, but also to the respect in which its contents were held 
by those who were privileged to use it, for it was not a mere collection for its own 
sake. It was a working tool for Banks the scholar, those who worked with him and 
all those whom he accepted as fellow labourers in “the vineyard of natural history” 
or the evolving sciences in other ways.…

As a reference library for the rising generation of young nineteenth-century 
scientists, of whom Brown is a prime example, there was no other such facility so 
freely available, so well organised nor so comprehensive in the fields it purported 
to cover and gathered in one place—certainly not in Great Britain, perhaps not in 
all western Europe at that time.  30

Flinders was another prime example of this “rising generation,” and he 
relied heavily on Banks’s library. Like many other researchers of the period, he 
acknowledged Banks and his library, specifically, in a footnote:

26 Joppien and Chambers, “The Scholarly Library,” 231.
27 Ibid., 238.
28 Harold B. Carter, Sir Joseph Banks (1743–1820): A Guide to the Biographical and Bibliographical 
Sources (Winchester: St Paul’s Bibliographies in association with the British Museum (Natural 
History), 1987), 226.
29 Edwin Rose, Personal Communication (Email), 19 September 2017.
30 Carter, Joseph Banks, 225.
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I am proud to take this opportunity of publicly expressing my obligations to the 
Right Hon. President of the Royal Society; and of thus adding my voice to the 
many who, in the pursuit of science, have found in him a friend and patron. Such he 
proved in the commencement of my voyage, and in the whole course of its duration; 
in the distresses which tyranny heaped upon those of accident; and after they were 
overcome. His extensive and valuable library has been laid open; and has furnished 
much that no time or expense, within my reach, could otherwise have procured.  31

He did visit the British Museum; he borrowed James Burney’s book from the 
author himself, and obtained some manuscripts from the Admiralty, but there are 
a dozen or so books he definitely either borrowed from Banks’s library, or located 
through contacts he made there. A few are not mentioned in the private journal, 
so it is not known where he found them. But in any case, it was via Banks that he 
gained access to a large proportion of the books he used in his research.

Some of the items Banks was able to provide were rare, if not unique. On the 
first page of Section 1 of his introduction, “Prior Discoveries in Terra Australis: 
North Coast,” he was already acknowledging a publication “procured by the Right 
Hon. Sir Joseph Banks”—“a copy of the instructions to commodore Abel Jansz 
Tasman, for his second voyage of discovery. … the instructions are prefaced with 
a recital, in chronological order, of the previous discoveries of the Dutch, whether 
made by accident or design, in Nova Guinea, and the Great South Land.”  32

Flinders was of course also interested in Tasman’s voyage to Van Diemen’s 
Land. He wrote, “It was not, however, the policy of the Dutch government to 
make discoveries for the benefit of general knowledge” and so this voyage was 
never published in its entirety. However, Flinders was lucky enough to find an 
account, again with Banks’s help:

It is taken from a journal containing, besides the daily transactions and observations 
throughout the whole voyage, a series of thirty-eight manuscript charts, views, 
and figures. The expression by me, which often occurs in it, and followed by the 
signature Abel Jansz Tasman, shows that if this were not his original journal, it is a 
copy from it: probably one made on board for the governor and council of Batavia. 
With this interesting document, and a translation made in 1776, by Mr. C. G. 
Woide, chaplain of His Majesty’s Dutch chapel at St. James’s, I was favoured by 
the Right Hon. SIR JOSEPH BANKS. 33

One book he was unable to obtain was Willem De Vlaming’s 1696 voyage to 
New Holland [1696] published at Amsterdam in 1701. However, he was able to 
find a workable substitute by means of Banks’s library and librarians:

31 VTA, 1. lxxvi. Joppien and Chambers provide several examples of other such acknowledgements 
(234).
32 VTA, 1. vii.
33 VTA, 1.lxxvi.
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I have had recourse to Valentyn, who, in his Description of Banda, has given what 
appears to be an abridgment of the relation. What follows is conformable to 
the sense of the translation which Dr. L. Tiarks [Assistant librarian to Joseph 
Banks] had the goodness to make for me; and the reasons for entering more 
into the particulars of this voyage than usual are, the apparent correctness of the 
observations, and that no account of them seems to have been published in the 
English language. 34

Flinders provided some more background about this source in his private 
journal. Having got the translation from Tiarks, he says he had to spend the rest of 
the day “writing this translation into proper English.”35 Nevertheless, he was still 
modest about his claims to be regarded as a writer. In the Preface to the Voyage, 
he wrote

From the general tenour of the explanations here given, it will perhaps be inferred 
that the perfection of the Atlas has been the principal object of concern; in fact, 
having no pretension to authorship, the writing of the narrative, though by much 
the most troublesome part of my labour, was not that upon which any hope of 
reputation was founded; a polished style was therefore not attempted, but some 
pains have been taken to render it clearly intelligible. 36

At the end of his literature review, Flinders wrote:

On a general review of the various objects in Terra Australis, to which investigation 
might be usefully directed at the commencement of the nineteenth century, and 
in which natural history, geography, navigation, and commerce were so much 
interested, the question, Why it should have been thought necessary to send out 
another expedition? will no longer be asked. But rather it will be allowed that, 
instead of one, there was ample room for two or three ships; each to be employed 
for years, and to be conducted with a zeal and perseverance not inferior to the 
examples given by the best navigators. 37

Flinders worked on his voyage from the beginning of 1811 to just before his 
death in 1814. Once the introduction was finished, he turned to writing up his 
account of the Investigator’s voyage and completing the charts. Then there were 
proofs to be corrected. Months of 1813 go by in the private journal with almost 
identical entries, recording his unremitting work on the voyage: close work on 
charts requiring good light during the day, and checking proofs at night. On 11 
September 1813 he wrote to Captain Farquarson Stuart, who had been a regular 

34 VTA, 1. 1viii.
35 Flinders, Private Journal, 367.
36 VTA, Preface, 1. ix.
37 VTA, 1. cciv.
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weekly visitor and an increasingly unwelcome distraction, with the most exquisite 
courtesy, to ask him to “do away his regular Monday visits”:  38

The conversation we had last Monday evening has induced me to state to you, how 
much I am pressed to get out my voyage by next spring, for which it is advertised 
for publication. I have, in fact, so little time, that I never go out but on pressing 
business, and am closely occupied every day and hour in the week, from breakfast 
until going to bed. It pains me to forego the pleasure of seeing you as usual, but 
the frankness and consideration which you have shewn have explained to me, 
that I should do an injustice to your character in longer witholding (sic) the truth. 
After this next winter is passed, when the extreme pressure of occupation will have 
ceased, I hope to see our communications renewed.…  39

On 13 October 1813, he “[w]orked all day at the chart of the Gulph. Examining 
the second quire in the evening, and the last proof sheet of the Introduction, 
making 204 pages.”  40 He was finding that he had to check the charts from the 
engravers “rather closely” in order “to have them done satisfactorily.”  41 There was 
no break for Christmas or New Year festivities, and as 1814 proceeds the daily 
chronicle of his increasing illness becomes harrowing, while much close work on 
the publication remains to be completed. In a journal entry from 26 May 1814, 
he wrote:

Finished the examination of the proof sheet of the G. of Carpentaria, and examined 
a little for Errata; but sitting down is now the most painful posture though on a 
hollow cushion, and after half an hour I am obliged to lie down on the sofa.  42

Whether or not Flinders was correct, as he claimed in a letter to Charles 
Desbassayns,  43 that his illness was “brought on first by my imprisonment, and 
increased by sitting so closely to my work for three years as not to allow of proper 
exercise,” the journal entries for his last months depict the extreme suffering and 
the grim dedication it took to see the work through, surely an unusually detailed 
record of the physical cost of completing a work for publication. The last time he 
mentioned the voyage was in his private journal on Wednesday 29 June 1814: “Mr 
Arrowsmith brought me a set of proof of all the charts of the atlas, and I gave him 
a note to sir joseph expressing my approbation of the engraving.” 44 By this time 
he was very ill and had only three weeks to live.

38 Flinders, Private Journal, 453.
39 Matthew Flinders, Letter to Captain Farquarson Stuart, 11 September 1813. MS MS 13020 , 
Australian Manuscripts Collection, State Library of Victoria.
40 Flinders, Private Journal, 455.
41 Ibid., 454.
42 Ibid., 479.
43 Flinders, Letter to Charles Desbassayns 27 April 1814, Letters, 236.
44 Flinders, Private Journal, 484.
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Robert Brown visited him often in these last few months. Brown’s position 
as Banks’s Librarian, replacing Jonas Dryander who had died in October 1810, 
meant that Flinders would have had regular dealings with him. Though they had 
known each other well since the Investigator days, this rather gruff Scotsman 
seems to have grown closer to Flinders in these last years in London. In June 
1803, Flinders had not been so sure about Brown: in a draft letter to his wife Ann 
he wrote from Sydney, “we are not altogether cordial, but our mutual anxiety to 
forward the voyage is a bond of union: he is a man of abilities and knowledge, 
but wants kindness.”  45 This passage, though crossed out in his letter book, is still 
legible. However, Brown’s regular visits in this difficult time showed practical 
kindness. He brought proofs for Flinders to correct, articles from the Philosophical 
Transactions containing the latest medical knowledge about his particular malady, 
and friendship—“Mr Brown called upon me today, and he has been very kind in 
doing so several times lately,” Flinders wrote on 16 June 1814.  46

An important date for the voyage publication was Sunday 26 June: “Mr Brown 
called in the evening to say that he had obtained from Mr Nicol a copy of the 
voyage and atlas to put on Sir Jos. Banks’ table this evening, which is the last 
meeting for sometime.” This was three days before Arrowsmith had brought the 
proofs of the atlas for him to check, so could not have been the final, definitive 
version, and was probably not bound. But nevertheless, Sir Joseph Banks, his 
“greatest and best friend,”  47 his trusted mentor and patron, had been presented 
with the result of Flinders’s life’s work. Whether he himself saw a finished copy 
is not certain. He recorded the last entry in his journal on Sunday 10 July, and he 
died on 19 July 1814.

John Franklin wrote to Robert Brown that, in A Voyage to Terra Australis,

[Flinders’s] observations are reduced with the greatest nicety and precision; they 
together with his charts which certainly are very superior, will gain for him what he 
most desired, the character of a good navigator a man of perseverance and science 
and procure that respect for his memory which I think he deserves.48

The Voyage was not a popular success: the qualities which made it an 
indispensable reference for “Men of Science and Navigators”  49 and modern 
historians, were not calculated to sell books in large numbers. Ann Flinders, 
who was left in a parlous financial situation after Flinders’s death, wrote to the 
publisher, George Nicol, in September 1815:

45 Flinders, Letter to Ann Flinders 25 June 1803, Letters, 99, n. 3.
46 Flinders, Private Journal, 482.
47 Letters, 6 June 1801, 73–74.
48 John Franklin to Robert Brown, 9 June 1815, MS 248/296/5, Sir John Franklin Collection, Scott 
Polar Research Institute, University of Cambridge. Quoted in Morgan, Matthew Flinders, 195.
49 Ibid.
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I fear there is but little to expect from the sale of that unfortunate Work which cost 
the life of one of the best of human Beings, one infinitely & deservedly dear, whose 
loss is an irremediable [sic] calamity to his Widow & Child.  50

Banks himself was frequently ill during this time. He did what he could to help 
Ann but “in old age he was no longer as influential as he had been and nothing 
further was done to help Ann Flinders financially.”  51 In 1837, Nicol sent a final 
account for £51.9.1 to Ann for the Voyage: Geoffrey Ingleton believes that “it 
is not entirely clear” whether Nicol was expecting her to pay them that sum, or 
whether she did, and points out that she had already received £190 income from 
the publication.  52 In any case, it seems that they had been on good terms and knew 
each other well in the years after Flinders’s death. In 1815, Nicol wrote to Ann:

I dreamt I was sent for to the Admiralty, where the names of Astronomers, 
Draughtsmen, Naturalists &c were given me, who they said were to have a share 
of the Profits of Capt Flinders’s Voyage. This I most strenuously opposed, and 
said, that I was employed by Capt Flinders to publish his Voyage, and would be 
accountable to Nobody but his Family for the Profits—This is so near my waking 
Sentiments, that I very much approve of my Dream.  53

Banks’s health declined and he died six years after Flinders in 1820, at the age 
of 77. Morgan claims that “Banks’s greatest contribution to Australian maritime 
exploration came with his support for Flinders on his Investigator expedition and 
his subsequent efforts on behalf of Flinders personally and to disseminate the voy-
age’s findings.”  54 The library at Soho Square was a part of this support, and a part 
of the larger enterprise which Banks made his life’s work, of supporting science: 
“I am a bird of peace … I am no politician,” he told Governor John Hunter.  55 In 
this, he had a disciple and admirer in Flinders, who wrote in his private journal, 
“My employments and inclinations lead to the extension of happiness and of 
sciences, and not to the destruction of mankind.”  56 The conjunction of these two 
personalities during a time when Great Britain was at war enabled the preparation 
and publication of the Investigator Voyage, a major work of scholarship, broad in 

50 Ann Flinders, Letter to G. Nicol, 22 September 1815. Matthew Flinders—Private Letters, vol. 3, 
1810-1814, with letters from Ann Flinders, 1814–1821, S1/57. Mitchell Library, Sydney. Transcript 
at http: //acms.sl.nsw.gov.au/_transcript/2013/D23123/a054. html.
51 Morgan, Matthew Flinders, 194.
52 Geoffrey Ingleton, Matthew Flinders, 422.
53 George Nicol, Letter to Ann Flinders, 6 September 1815. The Flinders Papers, National 
Maritime Museum, Greenwich. Transcript at http: //flinders.rmg.co.uk.
54 Morgan, Matthew Flinders, 49.
55 L. A. Gilbert, “Sir Joseph Banks,” ADB Online (http: //adb.anu.edu.au/biography/
banks-sir-joseph-1737).
56 Flinders, Private Journal, 97.
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its scope and meticulous in its detail, which remains as a monument to Flinders’s 
intelligence, industry and tenacity and to his friendship with Joseph Banks.

Flinders University
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Matthew Flinders and Sir Joseph Banks: The Library at Soho Square
Appendix 1

List of Books Mentioned in Flinders’s Introduction to A Voyage 
to Terra Australis (1814)

Abbreviations
VTA: Flinders, Matthew. Voyage to Terra Australis … Vol. I. (1814)
MFPJ: Matthew Flinders. Private Journal 1803–1814, edited by Anthony J. 
Brown and Gillian Dooley (Adelaide: Friends of the State Library of SA, 2005)
JB: Sir Joseph Banks’s library at 32 Soho Square.

Note: The books are listed in each section in the order in which they first appear 
in Flinders’s Voyage.

1.  Books (some possibly donated by Sir Joseph Banks) Taken on the Investigator 
Voyage

Dampier, William. A voyage to New Holland, &c. in the year, 1699: wherein are described, 
the Canary-Islands, the isles of Mayo and St. Jago: the Bay of All Saints, with the forts and 
town of … (1703)
MFPJ p. 77; VTA intr. lxiii

Vancouver, George. A voyage of discovery to the North Pacific Ocean, and round the world: in 
which the coast of northwest America has been carefully examined and accurately surveyed. 
(1798)
VTA intr. lxix

Hawkesworth, John. An account of the voyages undertaken by the order of His present Majesty, 
for making discoveries in the southern hemisphere, and successively performed by Commodore 
Byron, Captain Wallis, Captain Carteret, and Captain Cook, in the Dolphin, the Swallow, 
and the Endeavour: drawn up from the journals which were kept by the several commanders 
and from the papers of Joseph Banks, Esq. Vol. III. (1773)
VTA Intr. lxxxii

Bligh, William. A voyage to the South Sea, undertaken by command of His Majesty, for the 
purpose of conveying the breadfruit tree to the West Indies, in His Majesty’s ship the Bounty,  
… (1792)
VTA intr. xc

La Billardière, Jacques-Julien Houtou de. Voyage in search of La Pérouse: performed by order of 
the Constituent Assembly, during the years 1791, 1792, 1793 and 1794. [D’Entrecasteaux’s 
expedition] (1800)
VTA intr. xciii
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2.  Other Books Mentioned in the Introduction to Voyage to Terra Australis

Opening Remarks

James Cook’s Endeavour MS journal/log book (Unpublished, 1770)
Flinders’s source: Admiralty
MFPJ p. 377; VTA preface viii.

Thévenot, Jean de. Relations de divers voyages curieux: qui n’ont point esté publiées, et qu’on 
a traduit ou tiré des originaux des voyageurs françois, espagnols, allemands, portugais … 
(1696)
Flinders’s source: JB
MFPJ p. 362; VTA intr. ii

Section I: North Coast

Prevost, Abbé. Histoire generale des Voyages (Paris, 1746–1759; 15 volumes) Tome xvi
Flinders’s source: JB
MFPJ p. 363; VTA intr. v

Dalrymple, Alexander. “Collection concerning Papua”—probably Considerations on M. 
Buache’s memoir concerning New Britain and the north coast of the New Guinea (1790)
Flinders’s source: uncertain—JB? —“This interesting paper was procured by … Sir 
Joseph Banks.” VTA intr. vii
MFPJ pp. 358, 366–67

Purchas, Samuel. Purchas his Pilgrimage, or, Relations of the world and the religions obserued 
in all ages and places discouered, from the Creation vnto this present: contayning a theologicall 
… (1626)
Flinders’s source: uncertain
VTA intr. vii

Struyck, Nicolaas. Vervolg van de beschrijving der staartsterren en nadere ontdekkingen 
omtrent den staat van´t menselyk geslagt … (1753)
Flinders’s source: uncertain
MFPJ p. 363; VTA intr. xiii

Forrest, Thomas. A voyage to New Guinea, and the Moluccas, from Balambangan: including 
an account of Magindano, Sooloo, and other islands; and illustrated with thirty copperplates 
(1780)
Flinders’s source: uncertain
VTA: intr. xxii

Bampton, William. MS journal of survey of Torres Strait in the ship Hormuzeer (1793)
Flinders’s source: copy of journal furnished by Arrowsmith at JB
MFPJ p. 362; intr. xxx–xlv
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Section II: West Coast

Burney, James. A chronological history of the discoveries in the South Sea or Pacific Ocean … 
vol. 1 (1803–1817)
Flinders’s source: James Burney
MFPJ pp. 366, 368; VTA intr. v

Valentijn, Francois. Oud en Nieuw Oost-Indiën, vervattende een naaukeurige en uitvoerige 
verhandelinge van Nederlands mogentheyd in die gewesten (1724–1726)
Flinders’s source: translation of abridgement by Mr Tiarks, assistant librarian to JB
MFPJ p. 363; VTA intr. lviii

Section III: South Coast

Brosses, Charles de. Terra Australis cognita: or, voyages to the Terra Australis: , or Southern 
Hemisphere, during the sixteenth, seventeenth, and eighteenth centuries. Containing an 
account of the manners of the people, and the productions of the countries, hitherto found in 
the Southern latitudes; the advantages that may result from further discoveries on this great 
continent, and the methods of establishing colonies there, to the advantage of Great Britain. 
(1766–1768)
Flinders’s source: JB
MFPJ p. 361; VTA intr. v, lxviii

Péron, Francois. Voyage de découvertes aux terres australes, exécuté par ordre de sa Majesté, 
l ’Empereur et Roi, sur les corvettes le Géographe, le Naturaliste et la Goëlette le Casuarina. 
(1807-1816)
Flinders’s source: JB
MFPJ pp. 241, 271, 339; VTA intr. lvi

Rossel, E. P. E. Voyage de Dentrecasteaux, envoyé à la recherche de La Pérouse (1808)
Flinders’s source: From Arrowsmith at JB
MFPJ p. 342; VTA intr. lxxi, xci

Section IV: East Coast

Harris, John, ed. Campbell. Navigantium atque itinerantium bibliotheca, or, A complete 
collection of voyages and travels: consisting of above six hundred of the most authentic writers 
(1764)
Flinders’s source: JB
MFPJ p. 361; VTA intr. lxxvi

Crozet, Julien Marie. Nouveau voyage a la mer du Sud, commencé sous les ordres de M. Marion 
… & achevé, après la mort de cet officier, sous ceux de M. le Chevalier Duclesmeur … Cette 
relation a été redigée d’après les plans & journaux de M. Crozet. On a joint a ce voyage un 
extrait de celui de M. de Surville dans les mêmes parages. (1783)
Flinders’s source: uncertain
VTA intr. lxxxiii-lxxxvi
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Mortimer, George. Observations &c made during a voyage in the brig Mercury (Capt. Cox) 
(1791)
Flinders’s source: JB
MFPJ p. 369; VTA intr. xci

Hunter, John. An historical journal of the transactions at Port Jackson and Norfolk Island: with 
the discoveries which have been made in New South Wales and in the Southern Ocean since 
the … (1793)
Flinders’s source: JB
MFPJ p. 352; VTA xcvi


